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thought, appear in these publications. At the same time, since many of the notes and
articles in legal periodicals contain full citations of the primary judicial authorities, a
good bibliography of the law review materials becomes in turn an index to the cases.
Professor Ballantine has evidently been a close student of the law periodicals and has
done a valuable service in collating the pertinent material in relation to the conventional topics of corporation law. If the average small law office has a book of this kind
on its shelves, and somewhere down the street has access to a reasonably complete
library of reports and texts and legal periodicals, it probably has the best practical
answer to the library and research problem mentioned above.
The present volume is, of course, a new edition of a work first published in 1927.
Many aspects of corporation law have developed greatly in the intervening two
decades, and Professor Ballantine has aimed "completely to rewrite and enlarge the
1927 volume into what should be in reality a new treatise" (p. iii). In particular, as the
corporate form has come into ever wider use for the conduct of large business enterprise, on a scale frequently involving separation between ownership and management,
the whole subject of the relation of the corporation to its security-holders has expanded
in scope and importance. Likewise, the interrelationship between law and accounting
in the corporate field has become increasingly significant, and it has become correspondingly important for the corporation lawyer to have more than passing familiarity with
corporate accounting. These and other similar developments are reflected in new or
greatly expanded chapters of the present edition. Unfortunately, while the summary
of accounting principles is well done considering the limits of the twenty-odd pages
allotted to it (Chap. xv ), it is doubtful that any reasonably adequate introduction to
the subject can be provided within those limits.
The book as a whole is, of course, not without its faults and limitations. The most
serious of these (to some extent a self-imposed limitation, consistent with the scope
and evident purpose of the work, but a limitation nevertheless when comparison is
made with other, truly "great," treatises) is the author's too frequent practice of
merely summarizing what the authorities have said on a point, without permitting his
own point of view to appear and without contributing his own solutions or guidance
toward solutions of various unresolved and difficult questions. It may also be mentioned that some of the writing seems a little obscure and there is an occasional failure
to "follow through" with an adequate discussion of a point, after only brief mention
or cryptic discussion. But these are rare and relatively minor defects in a generally
excellent handbook.
MILTON H. COHEN*
The Process of International Arbitration. By Kenneth S. Carlston. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1946. Pp. vi, 318. $4.50.
This book is an important contribution to the law of international arbitration. A
comparison with the classic treatises on the subject of the period before the first
World War shows clearly the great change in the approach to international arbitration which world events have brought about in the minds of the more thoughtful observers. The great classical writers on the subject, such as Kamarowsky, Lammasch,
and Merignhac, and even in the later period, Politis, Hammarskjold, and Hudson,
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have all started with the explicit or implicit intention to increase the range of the
international judicial function for the purpose of making it a substitute for the diplomatic or military settlement of international disputes. To that end they have made
suggestions for the composition of international arbitration 'courts, the selection of
judges, the elimination or modification of restrictive reservations, and the assimilation of the procedure of international tribunals to the one traditional in domestic
courts. Professor Carlston, on the other hand, pursues a different approach. He appears mainly in the role of counselor to a party dissatisfied with the award of an arbitration court who wants to know on what grounds he can attack the procedure of the
court. It is from this point of view that he deals with the problem of minimum procedural standards, lack and excess of jurisdiction, the doctrine of essential error, the
problem of nullity, and the opportunities for rehearing and appeal.
The book deals, therefore, mainly, not with the process of international arbitration
in general, but rather with the pathology of that process. If this was its purpose, it has
fulfilled it very well. The book shows a high degree of professional competence and
wise judgment based in the main upon the decisions of international courts. As a study
of the legal remedies against procedurally faulty arbitration awards, this book will
certainly take its place beside the most important publications dealing with the different aspects of international arbitration.
HANS J. MORGENTHAU*
Taxation for Prosperity. By Randolph E. Paul. New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1947.
Pp. 448. $4.00.
Taxation for Prosperitypresents Mr. Paul's perspective of federal taxation. The
dimensions of the perspective are large. In time the perspective runs from 1893 to an
undated future. Its frames of reference include the historical, the economic, and the
political. Its focus ranges from details of currently controversial tax matters to general
principles of sound taxation. In short, the perspective seems to touch on almost everything in federal taxation which Mr. Paul believes to be important or of wide interest.
The first of the three parts (books) into which the volume is divided is a view of
federal taxation in "retrospect." Mr. Paul traces the major developments in federal
taxation from the income tax legislation declared unconstitutional in the Pollock case'
through the Revenue Act of 1945. This is done in a lively manner. Tax proposals and
legislation are set in their economic and political surroundings. Controversy over issues
is pointed up by remarking the positions taken by leading spokesmen and politically
influential groups. The over-all effect is a presentation of tax history as a product of personalities, interests, and the times.
The view backwards is faithful to nature in its basic proportions. More distant occurrences are treated in far less detail than nearer ones. This tapering is perhaps warranted by the comparatively indirect bearing which the older events have on our existing tax structure; it is understandable in the light of Mr. Paul's special relationship to
the development of that structure. Nevertheless, the great emphasis upon more recent
tax history tends to overwhelm some of the earlier phases. But despite such unbalance
the review of taxation in retrospect is interesting and refreshing.
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